
Bitdefender 

Bitdefender is a Romanian cybersecurity powerhouse who has dominated the industry by producing 

and selling a wide range of cutting edge, state of the art products tailored to suit an impressive 

number of devices at a time. With 18 years of experience in developing and offering stellar security 

products, they are a cut above the rest and the obvious choice when looking for a reliable and 

capable security software, which time after time proves its efficacy. Having multiple awards under 

their belt year after year, Bitdefender is the revolutionary choice which uses artificial intelligence (a 

machine intelligence capable of foresight), and in so doing, recognizes threats before they cause 

damage; immediately prohibiting even the newest threats seamlessly and quickly.  

Dominating 38% of the world’s security systems and 500 million users worldwide, Bitdefender 

offers: anti-virus, internet security and endpoint security software which highly successful at 

protecting against viruses, worms, trojan horses and all other forms of undesirable intruders which 

corrupt a devices operating system. With products ranging from basic, complete and advanced there 

is a product for every need and pocket.  

The basic Antivirus Plus allows you to connect up to 3 devices and although it does not offer 

protection for Mac, Android, and iOs, its Windows protection is excellent and resolute. The 

Complete Total Security package allows connections of up to 5 devices including Mac, Android and 

iOs protection making it the better option for users who use different devices, but who still need the 

same unwavering Forte Knox-like protection throughout. The last product is the Internet security 

package which allows for up to 3 devices to connect. This software does not allow for Mac, Android, 

and iOs protection but only Windows.  

Whatever your needs are, each product is offered at an annual subscription having in-built 

automatic upgrades to the latest version, ensuring that you can enjoy full protection throughout the 

year without the inconvenience of waiting for an upgrade to be manually done. They also have 

multi-layer ransomware protection which informs you of any attacks and prevents the loss of money 

on files. Zero system slow-downs enable for an instant reaction to malware and webcam protection 

preventing encroachment on privacy.  

Bitdefender has come a long way since 2001 and they owe a lot of their success to their innovation 

and appetite to go beyond the mediocre cybersecurity expectations and bring protection second to 

none. Not so long ago they partnered with the FBI, Europol and other agencies to release a free 

decryption tool for Grandcrab ransomware, allowing ransomware victims to retrieve their encrypted 

data for free. This just proves how Bitdefender is always looking for ways to protect their client on 

every level at all times. 


